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ABSTRACT

In the fast-growing society of CubeSat developers, the necessity of CubeSat ground tests is apparent. One of the more complex and discussed system-level tests is the Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) examination. It requires motions of the CubeSat and environment conditions close to space. Most of the ADCS testbeds involve an air bearing as one of the main component of a rotating table since it allows reducing the friction between the moving CubeSat and fixed elements. However, such rotating tables have common drawbacks. Notably, they allow CubeSat rotations only in a limited range of angles, usually within ±45°. In this paper, an innovative approach to use air bearings, which allows circumventing this limitation, is discussed. The proposed testbed involves 4 air bearings instead of only one. The air bearings are placed so that their effective surfaces lie on a sphere. This (virtual) sphere is large enough to place a CubeSat inside, while its influence on the dynamic parameters of the CubeSat is minimal. Nevertheless, some issues should be tackled to ensure the feasibility of such an air bearing testbed. In the proposed design, the concentricity of the air bearing active elements and the floating spherical elements might be perturbed and thus affect the lift force. In addition, the total lift force of the air bearing sphere highly depends on the angular attitude of the sphere. This paper presents results of the study of the air bearing sphere behavior and the progress of the work which has been previously introduced at the 4S Symposium in 2014.

1 INTRODUCTION

Every CubeSat developer meets the necessity of pre-launch ground tests and deals with them in his own way, depending on several factors: The complexity of the satellite subsystems and planned mission, the number of space qualified components, experience in space technologies and the time left before launch. However, when the mission and the CubeSat are complicated, safety and the omission of some tests are critical issues [1]. One of the more complex and discussed system-level tests is the Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) examination. It requires motions of the CubeSat and environment conditions close to space. To this end, the testing facilities are usually equipped with sun and star sky simulators, a Helmholtz cage, a rotating table, and monitoring tools. The rotating table is the most problematic element of the ADCS testing facilities. It is supposed to mitigate all influences on the satellite that disturb its free motion during tests.

Most of the ADCS testbeds involve an air bearing as one of the main component of the rotating table since it allows reducing the friction between the moving CubeSat and the testbed fixed elements. There are different types of air bearing platforms employed for these purposes and the
most widely used type is a tabletop system [2]. It includes a spherical air bearing and a plate placed on top of a floating hemisphere. Because of the geometrical constrains of such a design, rotational freedom is limited to $\pm 45^\circ$ from the horizon, while having full freedom of spin [6]-[10]. These restrictions affect the efficiency of the testbed and the reliability of the ADCS ground tests.

An alternative concept of a testbed with 4 air bearings instead of one has been proposed in [3]. The air bearings are placed on one spherical surface so that their effective surfaces form a virtual sphere large enough to include a CubeSat with attached floating spherical elements (passive elements of the air bearing). To ensure that the 4 passive elements always face the air bearing active elements (i.e. parts through which the air blows) a robotic arm will be used. It allows moving the active elements in space by tracking the attitude of the CubeSat. This design has obvious advantages including potentially unconstrained CubeSat rotations during ADCS tests, minimized disturbing influence of the rotating table on the CubeSat, and minimized friction. Such a use of air bearings is different from the usual one and the behavior of the air bearing sphere shall be studied to ensure the feasibility of the system.

The main air bearing characteristic is the lift force. Besides the size and geometry of the air bearing, it also depends on fly height of the payload, i.e. a distance between the air bearing and the payload at equilibrium state. In the system described above, the fly height varies greatly while the air bearing sphere rotates. At the same time, normal air bearing behavior is restricted by the geometry of the sphere. That means, the fly heights and lift forces of the air bearings are coupled and they depend on the sphere orientation. Together with fly heights, the CubeSat position inside the virtual sphere varies. In order to minimize the influence of this motion on the test results, fluctuations of the CubeSat inside the air bearing sphere shall be studied. To this end, a study of the air bearing assembly in terms of lift forces and fly heights is presented in this paper. Additionally, this study helps to ensure that the air bearing active and passive elements do not collide whatever the orientation of the sphere is.

2 TESTBED PROTOTYPE

The enlargement of the range of the operation angles of the testbed has major impact upon its efficiency. The concept of the air bearing sphere originates from the idea to place the satellites in a hollow sphere levitating on a single air bearing. Improving this basic idea, the 4 air bearing sphere eliminates an obvious drawback, namely, large mass of the whole sphere compared to the CubeSat, and hence, a notable change of the CubeSat dynamic parameters. The advantages of the concept of the testbed proposed in this work are detailed in previous publications of the authors [3], [4].

For the experimental verification of the air bearing sphere testbed, a prototype has been designed. It has a structure similar to the design in [3], but operability of the prototype has several limitations. The testbed prototype consists of the following parts: (i) the CubeSat mock-up with air bearing passive elements attached to it (the Inner Sphere); (ii) the air bearing active elements hold by the rigid frame (the Outer Sphere) and (iii) the robotic arm (Fig. 1). The Inner Sphere is free to move and follow the trajectory pre-defined for the CubeSat test, while the robotic arm moves the Outer Sphere to keep the active and passive elements of the air bearings aligned. The relative orientation of the active and passive elements is measured by means of distance sensors and used in real time to generate the robot motion. While the correction of the Outer Sphere orientation is realized expeditiously, minimal mismatch between the active and passive elements orientation might take place. For the 40 mm air bearings, this mismatch shall be no more than $3^\circ$ according to the preliminary tests.
AIR BEARING PROPERTIES

Air bearings are widely used in different engineering applications, such as measuring and precision machines, space-oriented facilities, and other clean room, high speed, and precise applications. Air bearings allow zero static and minimized dynamic friction, zero wear, silent and smooth operation, high speed and high acceleration. In satellite testbeds, air bearings are chosen primarily because of reduced friction that allows free rotation of the structure containing the satellite and leads to realistic simulation of the satellite dynamics in space [11]. For the testbed studied in this paper, spherical air bearings are chosen. Their geometry consists of a cylindrical (diameter 40mm) portion of a 105mm radius sphere (Fig. 1).

One of the concerns about air bearings is their stiffness. They provide high dynamic stiffness, which meanwhile depends on the lift force. The theoretical plot of the lift force as function of the payload fly height for the air bearing used in the testbed is shown in Fig. 2. It has been identified on the statistical data of air bearings and the local stiffness value taken from the data sheet of the chosen air bearing [5]. The slope of the curve in Fig. 2 is not linear and as the air film gets thinner the stiffness gets higher. Pressure and surface area both affect stiffness proportionately.
4 BEHAVIOR OF THE AIR BEARING SPHERES

4.1 Geometry and assumptions

According to the design of the testbed, the air bearings have some geometrical restrictions. The Inner Sphere is placed inside the Outer Sphere such that the sphere formed by the passive elements of the air bearings is smaller than the one formed by the active elements. For normal operation of the test bench, the Inner Sphere can move inside the Outer Sphere, but the minimum clearance between them shall be always >0µm, in other words, the Spheres shall not collide. If the air bearing assembly would be a complete sphere, the Inner Sphere would fall a little onto the Outer Sphere, till equilibrium for the lift force that counteract the Inner Sphere weight is found. This vertical deviation would be constant, independent from the angular positions of the Spheres. However, the Spheres are composed of 4 separated air bearings, as described above, and the total lift force of the Outer Sphere onto the Inner Sphere depends on their orientation. The study of the relative Inner Sphere - Outer Sphere deviation, together with the corresponding bearing lift forces through a range of angular positions is presented below.

The geometry of the air bearing assembly made with 4 spherical air bearings evenly spread in space can be modelled as shown in Fig. 3. The air bearings active elements are mounted on the Outer Sphere by means of spherical joints, thus the linear displacements are constrained while the angular displacements are possible. Due to this mounting the active air bearing elements can be represented by the force pointed to the geometry centre (GC) of the Outer Sphere.

Figure 3. Free body diagram of the Inner Sphere

In Fig. 3, \( F_i \) is the lift force of an air bearing, \( \mathbf{u}_i \) is the unit vector directing \( F_i \) (it starts at the centre of an air bearing and is pointed towards the centre of the Inner Sphere \( O_{in} \), assuming the lift force is normal to the air bearing passive element), and \( \mathbf{u}_i^0 \) is the unit vector pointed towards the centre of the Outer Sphere \( O_{out} \). Vector \( \mathbf{d} \) stands for the displacement vector of \( O_{in} \) with respect to \( O_{out} \). Vector \( mg \) corresponds to the weight of the Inner Sphere.

In this model, the following assumptions are made:

1. The Inner Sphere is considered to be a rigid body with its GC coincident with its centre of mass (CoM) at point \( O_{in} \).
2. Vectors \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( \mathbf{u}^0 \) are collinear. Indeed, displacement \( \mathbf{d} \) is few orders of magnitude smaller
than the radius of the Spheres, that causes negligibly small misalignment of vectors $\mathbf{u}_i$ and $\mathbf{u}_i^0$.

3. As a consequence of Assumption 2, if at any orientation, the Inner and Outer Spheres are not concentric, this does not affect the direction of the forces generated by the air bearings and they are assumed to be pointed towards $O_{\text{out}}$. Practically in such a case, the radius vector of the force changes its orientation, because it is pointed towards $O_{\text{inn}}$ and it might affect the dynamics of the Spheres. Possible change of the force vectors shall be considered in further studies.

4. The tangent component of the air bearing force is assumed to be negligible compared to the normal component. Experimental data might bring us to change this assumption later.

4.2 Study of the spheres motion
Considering the system quasi-static, Euler’s law of motion can be written:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{4} F_i + mg = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

As it was highlighted in Fig. 2, the lift force of the air bearing is a function of the fly height. The shape of the curve in Fig. 2 is modelled by the exponential function $f(x) = 0.843^x$ based on an identification process. Thus, the lift force is estimated by:

$$F_i = F_0 \cdot 0.843^{h_{i}} \mathbf{u}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where the nominal lift force $F_0$ is the force at 5 μm fly height (default value from the air bearing data sheet). For the chosen air bearing $F_0 = 178N$; $h_i$ is a fly height along the direction $\mathbf{u}_i$ in micron:

$$h_i = h_a + d \cdot \mathbf{u}_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $h_a$ is a sphere gap found as $h_a = r_{\text{out}} - r_{\text{inn}}$; $r_{\text{out}}$ and $r_{\text{inn}}$ are radii of the Outer and Inner Spheres (μm) respectively.

Substituting Eqs. 2 – 3 into Eq. 1, the following system of equations is obtained:

$$F_0 \cdot 0.843^{h_{i}} \left(0.843^{d_{u_1}} \mathbf{u}_1 + 0.843^{d_{u_2}} \mathbf{u}_2 + 0.843^{d_{u_3}} \mathbf{u}_3 + 0.843^{d_{u_4}} \mathbf{u}_4 \right) + mg = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Considering $\mathbf{u}_i(\alpha, \beta, \gamma)$ as a function of three rotational angles $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$, and $d$ as an unknown vector, the system in Eq. 4 has 3 equations and 3 unknowns. However, it contains non-linear (exponential) dependencies that justify the usage of a numerical solver.

4.3 Spring in the system
Since the clearance between the Spheres is of the order of microns, the assembling and setting of the Spheres shall be done very accurate, that might be difficult to implement. In order to minimize the requirements of setting the Spheres, a spring is used in the mounting of one of the four air bearing active elements on the Outer Sphere. A prismatic joint is used so that this active element can only translate radially.

Considering only the Inner Sphere, the free body diagram is similar to that in Fig. 3. The Euler’s law of motion for the Inner Sphere is similar to Eq. 1. The forces provided by rigidly connected air
bearing active elements $F_i$ are assigned according to Eq. 2. Force $F_i$, associated with the air bearing with a spring, is given by the following equation:

$$F_i = F_0 \cdot 0.043^{u_i} + h_{sp} - 5^{u_i} u_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $h_{sp}$ is spring deformation (μm).

For the air bearing active element, attached through the spring to the Outer Sphere, the free body diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

Forces $\tilde{F}_i$ and $F_i$ have the same amplitude and opposite directions. The spring is modelled as follows:

$$F_{sp} = F_{sp}^0 + kh_{sp}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $F_{sp}^0$ is the force that the spring provides at its initial deformation (corresponding to the case where the air bearing active element is on the sphere with the other active elements); $k$ is the spring stiffness coefficient; $k$ is equal to 0 when a constant force spring is chosen.

Combining Eqs. 4 – 6, the following system of equations is obtained:

$$\begin{cases} F_0 \cdot 0.843^{u_i} \left( 0.843^{d_1} u_1 + 0.843^{d_2} u_2 + 0.843^{d_3} u_3 + 0.843^{d_4} h_{sp} u_4 \right) + mg = 0 \\ F_{sp} = F_{sp}^0 + kh_{sp} \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

Here, the forces can be decoupled from the displacement $d$, because only 3 forces are left independent. Then Eq. 7 is easier to solve with respect to $F_i$:

$$F_1 u_1 + F_2 u_2 + F_3 u_3 + F_{sp} u_4 + mg = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

System Eq. 8 contains 3 unknown forces $F_1, F_2, F_3$ and 3 linear equations, which uniquely define these forces.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Eqs. 4 and 8 are used to simulate the behavior of the air bearing assembly. Results in Fig. 5 and 7 show lift forces, fly heights and coordinates of the Inner Sphere CoM as functions of the Spheres orientation, for the rigidly connected air bearings and the system with a spring, respectively. Influence of the various sphere gaps on the motion of the Inner Sphere CoM is shown in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 8.
The following parameters are used in simulations:

- **Radius of the Inner Sphere**: 105mm
- **Mass of the Inner Sphere**: 3kg
- **Air bearing force at 5µm fly height**: 178N
- **Spring force at initial deformations**: 50N
- **Spring stiffness coefficient**: 0N/µm (constant force spring)

**Motion**: Rotation with constant velocity 1°/sec around Y

---

**Figure 5.** Left - Motion of the CoM of the Inner Sphere; right - force diagram at different angular orientations and fly heights along the axis of each air bearing. Sphere gap 5 µm

**Figure 6.** Motion of the CoM of the Inner Sphere with different sphere gaps: 25, 50 and 85µm

When all air bearings are rigidly connected, their fly heights (and, consequently, lift forces as it follows from Eq. 2) are coupled and depend on the sphere gap. Then, Eq. 3 shows that the Inner Sphere CoM displacement \( \mathbf{d} \) is a function of the fly height and the sphere gap. As result, the position of the Inner Sphere CoM in the Outer Sphere largely fluctuates when the spheres rotate and this fluctuation is getting worst with larger sphere gap. This statement is illustrated in Fig. 6 for CoM trajectories with 3 different sphere gaps.
Figure 7. Left - Motion of the CoM of the Inner Sphere; right - force diagram at different angular orientations and fly heights along the axis of each air bearing. Sphere gap 5 µm

Figure 8. Motion of the CoM of the Inner Sphere with different sphere gaps: 25, 50 and 85µm

Analysing Eqs. 7 and 8 for the system with a spring, it is easy to see that the system is not over constrained anymore and it has only three variable forces to define three coordinates. Then lift forces are functions \( F_i = f(F_s, m, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) and independent of the other parameters. It means that the spring force distinctively defines lift forces of three fixed air bearings and these forces stay the same with any sphere gap.

The fly height is defined as follows:

\[
h_i = \log_{0.843}(F_i/F_0)
\]  

As (9) is a logarithmic function, for the system with a spring, the fly heights can be uniquely
defined for given parameters of the system as $h_i = f \left( F_0, F_{sp}, m, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \right)$ and do not depend on the sphere gap any more.

The displacement $d$ is coupled with the sphere gap and the fly height as given by Eq. 3, such that $d = f \left( h_i, F_0, F_{sp}, m, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \right)$. Coupling with the sphere gap is linear and considering the character of the fly height function, it is easy to see that the Inner Sphere CoM does not move with respect to the Outer Sphere, but together with it (Fig. 8). This is the desired behavior for the air bearing sphere application on the testbed.

### 6 CONCLUSION

In this paper the recent progress of the developing the air bearing testbed for CubeSats is presented. This testbed concept is based on use of the air bearing sphere (4 air bearings are located so that their effective surfaces form a sphere) which potentially expends the operability range of the testbed and improves its efficiency. This principle of the air bearing application is unusual and requires an additional study. Understanding of the air bearing sphere behavior is important for the realization of the testbed with such technology. Study of the sphere shows, that the CubeSat obtains some motion within the testbed due to the alternate lift force of air bearings. In order to avoid these undesired fluctuations of the CubeSat inside the testbed, a spring is proposed to be used to preload one of the air bearings. With a spring, system is not over constrained anymore, so use of a spring makes the relative motion of CubeSat smoother and helps to decrease requirements to the assembling of the testbed.
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